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BUILDING STRATEGIES
In steck – Vaughn’s building strategies TM reading , you will read interesting passages from
varied sources such as newspaper, magazine, and short story collection. You will sharpen your
reading skill as you read artickles, poem, and short stories. This book includes the following
features especially designed to help you develop your reading skills.
Skill inventories
Strategies for success
Thinking and writing
Practice pages
Extension
Glossary
Answers and explantations
Tips for your success
The unit’s :
1. Unit 1 : previewing for information
We predict things every day, imagine one evening you look aout the windows and you
see snow falling. And you see the magazine or newspaper. A little later the weather
reporter on TV says it’s going to snows all night and the temperature will stay in the
teens. You can guess, or predict that the roads will be icy and dangerous the next
morning. The article a complete piece of writing in magazine or newspaper.
In practice have then choose the best answer for each question.
The scanning is quickly running your eyes over passage to look for specific for
information.

2. Unit 2 : Getting meaning from word
Using context clues
When you are reading, do you sometimes find words you don’t understand ? how can
you find out what the word mean ? if a word were all alone without any other words
around it, you’d have a hard time figuring out its meaning without looking it up in a
dictionary.
3. Unit 3 : Finding the main idea
Most written material such as book, magazine articles, and newspaper stories are made
up of paragraphs. A paragraph is a group nof sentences placed together o a page. The
sentences in a paragraph are about the same idea.
4. Unit 4 : organizing ideas
Showing time order : Paricutin is a volcano in western mexico that appeared out of
nowhere and destroyed a town. One day in 1943, a farmer noticed that a small hill had
grown in his cornfield.
5. Unit 5 : interpreting what you read
Making inferences : first, you saw that the aviary was in a place that has monkeys and
birds. From, this, you inferred that the aviary was at the zoo. You read that aviary wass
full of birds. You read that it looked like jungle. You put all that information together
and came up with more information on your own
6. Unit 6 : understanding poetry and fiction
Identifying imagery in poetry
Some people
Isn’t it strange some people make
you feel so tired inside,
Ypour thoughts begin to shrivel up
Like leaves all brown and dried !

But when you’re with some other ones,
It’s strangers still to find

Your thoughts as thick as fireflies
All shiny in your ,mind !

Conclution :

For build skill inventories before you begin work and the after you finish the last. In each unit
strategic for success section give you tips and practice for ways to improve your reading skill
immediately as you read brief passages. Building strategies in world work have goods and
success.

